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 What do you say to your mother?

A I’m sorry mom but I’m too busy right now.
B Mom! I don’t know what’s in it at all.
C I’m sorry but I don’t know the process.
D I afraid I don’t know which tools are necessary.

4 The Internet is very popular especially among   
 young people. It offers plenty of functions to its   
 users. For example, searching for information,   
 paying bills, reading e-newspapers or watching   
 movies are really easy on the Internet.

 Which function IS NOT mentioned?

 A       B 

 C       D

5 Mike: I’m reading an article on the Internet   
 about the basic rules of surfing the Net but   
 I don’t understand exactly what they are for.
 Kate: If you follow these basic rules on the    
 Internet, you ................................................    
 because of your behaviours.

 Which of the following CANNOT be used to   
 complete the dialogue?

A won’t have many troubles on the Internet
B won’t damage your relationship with your   
 online friends
C will have some copy-right issues on the    
 Internet
D will avoid some problems that may happen

Answer the questions (1-2) according to the 
passage below.

What kind of vacation do you prefer?

Blake: I’d like to visit historic sites on my vacation. 
I think these places are really fascinating.

Maya: I’d rather spend some time in the countryside 
because these places are quite relaxing. I really 
need to rest for a while.

Elliot: I mostly prefer spending my vacation in 
capital cities because sightseeing is my favourite 
recreational activity.

Elena: I have already made my reservation on a 
cruise ship. I’d rather spend my vacation there 
because it’s amazing.

1 Which of the following IS NOT one of the    
 vacation types mentioned above? 

 A       B 

 C       D

2 According to the information, we CAN     
 understand that ......................... .

A Elliot would like to go to urban places for   
 holiday
B Elena will join yacht tours while staying in   
 an all-inclusive resort
C Maya needs to relax at the beach on     
 vacation
D Blake doesn’t prefer visiting ancient places  
 on vacation

Test 1 UNIT  1-10

Your mother needs help in the kitchen because 
there are guests over and she has to prepare 
the dishes. Now, she is kneading the dough 
and asks for help to prepare the salad. The 
ingredients you need are on the table. However, 
you don’t know how to prepare it.
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Answer the questions (9-10) according to the 
passage below.

Teenagers need some friends to have a great time 
together. Moreover, they mostly need them in 
times of trouble because real friends help them 
solve problems easily. However, their opinions 
about true friendships may differ from each other. 
A well-known psychologist, Tony Fawer, conducted 
a survey and tried to find out an answer for the 
following question: What is the most important 
quality of a real friend? Here is the result:

9 According to the survey, ............................. .

A more than half of the teens want their friends  
 to be reliable
B not many teens give importance to honesty
C a lot of teens think they need similar interests  
 to be a good friend with someone
D only twenty percent of teens believes being  
 supportive is the most important quality

10 Which of the following IS NOT correct?

A The conductor of the survey is a famous   
 psychologist.
B More teens think depending on their friends   
 is more important than getting support from   
 them.
C Teenagers only need their friends in times   
 of trouble.
D Less than half of the teens think having a   
 good relationship is the most important    
 quality.

6 Giulia: What is the most important scientific   
 development to you?

 Alison: Well, I think it’s the compass because   
 it helped sailors to discover remote places. 

 What is the MOST important development for  
 Alison?

 A       B 

 C       D

7 Julia: Hi, my name is Julia. I live with my flat   
 mate, Sally. We don’t have many arguments at   
 home because we have shared the responsibilities   
 fairly. The following are my chores at home.

 Which of the following is CORRECT?

A Sally is in charge of cooking.
B Julia is responsible for doing the laundry.
C Julia doesn’t help with cleaning in the house.
D Sally and Julia don’t get on well with each   
 other.

8 Some disasters and environmental problems   
 will .......... the earth considerably in the future.   
 We need to take necessary precautions against  
 them.

 Choose the BEST option to complete the    
 sentence.

A threaten    B reduce
C increase    D care about

Test 1 UNIT  1-10

Getting on well with 
each other

Counting on them

Getting support Having similar 
interests
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4 Dan: ……............................................………….. ?

 Meg: Well, let me guess. I think I love French   
 dishes the most.

 Dan: Really? I never eat French food. 

 Meg: Why not?

 Dan: I think they’re not tasty enough.

 Choose the BEST option to complete the    
 dialogue.

A Do you like Italian dishes
B Do you have a favorite cuisine
C What’s your favorite dessert
D Have you ever eaten French fries

5 Hi, I’m Luca. I’m an Internet addict so I’m    
 almost always online. I do many things on    
 the Internet but I think entertainment is the    
 best thing it offers. 

 What DOES Luca mostly use the Internet for?

 A       B 

 C       D

6 Helen: Hello, it’s Helen Black. May I speak to   
 Dr O’Brian please?

 Secretary: Hello Ms Black. I’m afraid she is not  
 available now. ............................................. ?

 Helen: Can you please tell her that Helen called?  
 She has my number.

 Secretary: Sure. Have a good day, Ms Black.

 Which of the following CANNOT be used to   
 complete the dialogue?

A Would you like to leave a message
B May I take your message please
C Can you take my messages please
D How may I help you

Answer the questions (1-2) according to the 
passage below.

My name is Linda. I love rock music a lot. We have 
a great rock band at school and I play the electric 
guitar there. I also sing the songs. The name of 
our band is “Stars” because each member in 
the band is a star. My best friend Simon is the 
keyboard player in the band. He is really good at 
it. Celine plays the bass guitar. She is a real fan 
of rock music. Our drummer is Stephan. He is a 
real snob but he plays the drums quite well. We 
have our own songs and they’re really harmonic. 
We will attend a rock music contest among 
high school students soon so we practice every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

1 Which of the following SHOWS Stephan’s    
 musical instrument?

 A       B 

 C       D

2 Which of the following IS NOT correct ?

A There are four members in the band.
B The singer of the band is Celine.
C Stephan thinks he is the best in the world.
D They practice three times a week.

3 As a teenager, we all have to help our parents   
 with the household chores. For example; dusting,  
 doing the dishes and taking care of our pet are   
 some of my ...................... around the house.

 Which of the following CANNOT be used to   
 complete the paragraph?

A responsibilities  B duties
C rules     D tasks

Test 2 UNIT  1-10
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Answer the questions (9-10) according to the 
information below.

Gina: What do you think is the most influencing 
scientific development? In my opinion, it is the 3D 
printing machine that is a revolution in production. 
By using it, you can even have 3d produced organs. 

Beatrice: Well, I believe it is the steam engine. 
It led the path to automation in production which 
resulted in industrial revolution as it produced 
mechanical power by converting steam pressure 
to power. 

Patrick: For me, the most important invention for 
humanity is the printing press as it provided mass 
production of books and decreased the rate of 
illiteracy. In other words, it was like the invention 
of 21st centuries’ Internet. 

Lisa: Well, both of you are right. They are quite 
influential, however without the invention of the 
wheel none of the other inventions would have 
been possible. One might think the wheel is only 
used in transportation but the truth is all the 
machines are designed based on simple wheels 
working together.

9 Which of the following inventions IS NOT    
 mentioned above? 

 A       B 

 C       D

10 Which of the following IS NOT correct?

A Lisa thinks all the other inventions depended  
 on the invention of wheel.
B Patrick believes that the invention of printing   
 press is similar to the invention of the    
 Internet.
C Gina believes the most important invention  
 is the 3D printer and the organs will be a   
 revolution in the industry. 
D Beatrice thinks that automation in production   
 is the result of the invention of steam engine.

7 

 According to the information in the paragraph,  
 we CAN understand that ......................... .

A Cheops Pyramid was constructed 2550    
 years ago
B only human beings were used in the     
 construction
C some natural disasters have changed the   
 structure
D the structure was constructed to attract   
 tourists

8 Barbara: ........................................................ ?

 James: It’s ice climbing. It’s really breath-taking. 

 Barbara: ........................................................ ?

 James: We climb frozen waterfalls or glaciers  
 in cold regions.

 Barbara: ........................................................ ?

 James: Once I fell down and broke my arm.   
 I had to wait for the rescue team in pain for   
 three hours.

 Which of the following questions CANNOT be   
 used to complete the dialogue?

A What do you usually do in ice climbing
B What kind of equipment do you need to use
C What’s your favourite activity, James
D Have you ever experienced any dangerous   
 situations

Test 2 UNIT  1-10

The largest of the three pyramids in Giza, 
Cheops Pyramid is also one of seven wonders 
in the world. It’s situated in Egypt. It took 
about 20 years to construct this tomb of 
Pharaoh Cheops and it was completed in 
2550 B.C. Thousands of slaves and animals 
from elephants to camels were used for its 
construction. It was originally 147 meters 
high but because of the erosion taking place 
in the region, it lost 8 meters from its height. 
There are still lots of undiscovered parts 
in the pyramid. Nowadays, this magnificent 
structure attracts thousands of tourists. 
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 According to the information above, …...….. .

A Sarah has many best friends at school who  
 she can share her secrets with
B having a good relationship doesn’t make   
 him/her your best friend
C Sarah can share her secrets with Nancy   
 but she always tells them to others
D you cannot know when to meet your real   
 friends because they won’t stay in your life   
 forever

5 Alya: Hello! May I speak to Dr Waller, please?

 Secretary: Hello. May I ask your name please?

 Alya: This is Sarah Waller. I need to talk to my  
 dad urgently.

 Secretary: Sorry, Sarah! Your dad is examining  
 a patient now. Would you like to leave a message?

 Alya Can you please tell him to call me back   
 urgently?

 Secretary: Sure, Sarah. Have a nice day!

 Which of the following IS NOT correct?

A Sarah is calling for an appointment.
B Dr Waller is not available at the moment.
C Sarah needs to talk to Dr Waller as soon as  
 possible.
D Dr Waller is taking care of a patient now.

Answer the questions (1-2) according to the 
information below.

Jasper: What household chores do you do at home 
to support your parents?

Eva: I usually help my mum with cooking. I also 
mop and vacuum the floor in the house. I hate 
ironing so it’s my mother’s responsibility.

Finn: I hate cleaning in the house so I don’t do 
the laundry or cleaning but I help my dad with the 
chores in the garden. They’re more enjoyable.

Isla: I mostly help my parents with taking out the 
garbage and dusting the furniture. I find vacuuming 
too boring because its sound makes me crazy.

1 Which of the following IS NOT one of Eva's   
 chores?

 A       B 

 C       D

2 Who is responsible for sweeping the leaves?

A Finn     B Jasper
C Isla     D Eva

3 Jane: Have you heard anything about the    
 natural disaster in Paraguay?

 Kate: A destructive .......... hit the country and   
 caused an economical damage and hundreds   
 of casualties.

 Which of the following CANNOT be used to   
 complete the dialogue?

A earthquake   B deforestation
C hurricane   D tsunami

Test 3 UNIT  1-10

Sarah: I have great friends at school. We 
always have fun whenever we meet. I really 
feel lucky that I have strong friendships at 
school. However, I cannot share my secrets 
with all of them because getting on well with 
someone doesn’t mean that they are best 
friend. I have just Pamela that I can call my 
best friend. We have lots of things in common 
as you can imagine. I also share my secrets 
with her without any doubts because I know 
that she doesn’t share them with others. 
Whenever I have some issues, she is always by 
my side. She will always be in my life because 
real friends may come into your life unplanned 
but stay there forever.
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Answer the questions (9-10) according to the 
dialogue below.

Nancy: What kind of activities do you prefer doing 
on your vacation?

Jason: I prefer bungee jumping or caving. I also like 
doing water sports such as rafting and kayaking.

Nancy: Really? I guess you’re an adrenalin seeker. 

Jason: Yeah, I enjoy feeling the adrenalin. What 
about you Nancy? Do you like extreme sports?

Nancy: Well, I like nature as well but I guess we 
don’t have similar interests for the activities. I’d 
rather do safer activities. For example, I always 
go camping and trekking on weekends. I also 
enjoy swimming.

9 Which of the following DOES Jason NOT    
 prefer?

 A       B 

 C       D

10 Which of the following is CORRECT?

A Nancy would rather take risks in her     
 preferences.
B Jason enjoys doing challenging activities   
 on his vacation.
C Nancy enjoys nature but she mostly prefers   
 dangerous activities.
D Jason would rather go caving to bungee   
 jumping.

6 Mom: Darling! Can you help me in the kitchen,  
 please? It doesn’t take too much time ........... ?  
 I’m busy with grilling the meat.

 Daughter: OK mom. Can you pass me the knife,  
 please?

 Mom: Here you are.

 Choose the BEST option to complete the    
 dialogue.

A Can you drain the pasta, please
B How about mashing the potatoes
C Can you slice some vegetables for the salad
D Why don’t you add some salt to the dish

7 Pam: I think transportation is the most important  
 thing while having a vacation because most of   
 the attractions are located out of the city centres.

 Which of the following IS mentioned above?

 A       B 

 C       D

8 Elliot: How do you usually ...................... your   
 friends?

 Alison: I mostly prefer talking face to face.    
 It’s more appropriate way in my opinion. 

 Which of the following CANNOT be used to   
 complete the dialogue?

A keep up with  
B communicate with
C keep in touch with 
D contact

Test 3 UNIT  1-10


